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Our famous hats on famous heads!

Couture and custom-made hats for a wide range of occasions

for theatre, TV & film productions, for social and corporate events,

such as galas, weddings and other celebrations

– and of course for your next visit to Ascot.

Couture

In the world of couture everything is allowed – as long as it is made masterly

by hand, is unique and unforgettable.

The avant-garde to make heads turn is created in Nicki Marquardt’s Munich

studio according to this credo. Every hat and every headpiece is an individual

masterpiece of the highest quality materials, techniques and looks.

Nicki Marquardt’s creations are couture in perfection. With innovative pro-

duction techniques and creative styling she conjures up the surprising and

never-seen-before. Sculptural shapes appear to float; exquisite and unsual

materials form exciting symbioses – and dreams become reality.

For those with a mind of their own. Just like couture from Nicki Marquardt.

Finding your real self again – sometimes extravagent and expressive, other

times gentle and enchanting, always out-of-the-ordinary and striking.











Couture fascinator made of coloured Milan straw
4mm filigree rice straw braid, molto-fino,

hand modelled and sewn without templates or cuts,

the asymmetric shape is created during the sewing process,

trimming finished using recently developed spiral sewing technique

Pale pink lace headwear
individually cut ornamental lacework, floral sculpture arranged by hand

and pieced together in the shape of a circle,

hand sewn and mounted onto hand-modelled wire substructure

Couture hat made of naturally coloured Milan straw
4mm filigree rice straw braid, molto-fino,

hand modelled and sewn without templates or cuts,

the shape is created during the sewing process, sewn into asymmetric waves

Fascinator made of Swiss Crin
4mm filigree Swiss crin braids, molto-fino,

hand modelled and sewn without templates or cuts,

the shape is created during the sewing process,

trimming finished using recently developed spiral sewing technique

Couture hat made of parasisol and Doupioni silk
hand-modelled hat, large brim covered with silk and hand-sewn brideé,

Doupioni silk worked and arranged into a loopy trimming

Pale pink lace headwear
individually cut ornamental lacework, floral sculpture arranged by hand

and pieced together in the shape of a head band,

hand sewn and mounted onto hand-modelled wire substructure

Headwear made of sequin fabric and feathers
hand-modelled substructure, covered with sequin fabric and mounted on wire frame,

appliquéd Swarovski crystals and individually dyed, trimmed and curved feathers,

shaped as flowers, draped silk veil sewn into place by hand

White feather headwear
de-quilled goose feathers, fashioned by hand,

sewn onto hairband, decorated with Swarovski crystals

Couture hat made of naturally coloured Milan straw
4mm filigree rice straw braid, molto-fino,

hand modelled and sewn without templates or cuts,

the shape is created during the sewing process,

trimming finished using recently developed spiral sewing technique

Turquoise-red lace headwear
individually cut ornamental lacework, floral sculpture arranged by hand

and pieced together in the shape of a head band,

hand sewn and mounted onto hand-modelled wire substructure

Couture hat made of Swiss crin
4mm filigree Swiss crin braids, molto-fino,

hand modelled and sewn without templates or cuts,

the asymmetric shape is created during the sewing process,

trimming finished using recently developed spiral sewing technique

Our famous hats on famous heads!
Couture and custom-made hats for a wide range of occasions for

theatre, TV & film productions, for social and corporate events,

such as galas, weddings and other celebrations

– and of course for your next visit to Ascot.
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CICBAward South Korea
Bronze Prize 2013
Honorable Mention 2013

Apassion for shape, feel, colour and personality, coupledwith an infallible sense

for fashion and the moment: that is Nicki Marquardt. And that can be sensed in

every item that bears her name – as Nicki Marquardt knows how one can relate

a story of one’s own through hats. And how select materials, masterly technical

skills and unique designs are merged together.

Irrespective of whether it is a design from the current collection or an earlier

one, the creations by Nicki Marquardt and her studio are made on demand and

sent to all corners of the world. Bespoke items and exclusive rights on certain

models are available as part of the Marquardt portfolio. Each individual item is

– in the true sense of the word – masterly made by hand and comes exclusively

from the Nicki Marquardt studio in Munich. Destination London or New York,

the Fashion Week or Vogue, Ascot or Tokyo.

For more than twenty years Nicki Marquardt’s creations have delighted and in-

spired customers in Germany and abroad and have received numerous awards.

From couture to the annual collections and the prize-winning ‘Foldables’:

Nicki Marquardt’s hats are a form of expression and transformation, for every-

day use and that special occasion – and, first and foremost – fashion. In the best

possible sense and for all the senses.



Nicki Marquardt München
Türkenstrasse 78

80799 München | Germany
Phone: +49 89 28 80 80 01
Fax: +49 89 28 80 89 36
info@nickimarquardt.com

nickimarquardt.com
facebook.com/ NickiMarquardtMunich

instagram.com/nickimarquardt


